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In this Letter, we introduce a wavefront slope sensor based on a diffractive element. The diffractive element wave-
front sensor (DEWS) produces four double overlapping copies of the incoming wavefront acting like a combination
of shearing and pyramidal sensors. The DEWS allows a simple and fast slope estimate. The wavefront sampling can
be as high as the number of pixel assigned to cover a wavefront copy, and it can be modified with only binning the
CCD pixels. The theory for designing the sensor, its application to extract local slope information, and a simple noise
analysis are presented. An application example for atmosphere aberrated wavefronts is demonstrated. © 2012
Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 010.7350, 050.1970, 010.1330.

Wavefront sensing is of great interest in many fields such
as astronomy, microscopy, laser communications, optical
testing, and human vision. Among the different wavefront
sensing techniques, some are based on diffractive optical
elements like the lateral shearing interferometer [1] or the
holographic wavefront sensor [2]. In a previous paper [3],
we introduced a simple and intuitivemethod for designing
diffractive optical elements based on the use of wave-
fronts aberrated by simple Zernike polynomials. One of
thepossible applications of this procedure is to obtain sev-
eral replicas of the incoming wavefront, allowing an easy
control of the replica’s number and separation.
In this Letter, we introduce a diffractive element wave-

front sensor (DEWS) that is able to provide a direct
estimate of the wavefront local derivatives. The new dif-
fractive element provides four double overlapping copies
of the incoming pupil field so that local wavefront slopes
can be extracted from a proper combination of these
images. Although DEWS could be considered similar to
the pyramid wavefront sensor [4] or to the optical differ-
entiation wavefront sensor [5], it is based on the super-
position of sheared pupil copies like lateral shearing
interferometers [1].
Themain advantage of the new sensor is that it allows for

high-resolution and high-dynamic range slope estimates. In
addition, it is much easier to use than other high-resolution
wavefront sensors. These features make the DEWS particu-
larly suitable for astronomical applications.
To describe the theoretical principles of the DEWS,

let us consider the incoming electric field E�x; y� �
A exp�iϕ�x; y��, where A is the constant amplitude and
ϕ�x; y� is the wavefront phase (x and y are the usual
Cartesian coordinates). We will work within the frame-
work of the scalar diffraction theory. The sensor arrange-
ment consists of a pair of achromatic lenses forming a
telescopic system and a diffractive element (DE) mask
placed at the intermediate focal plane (Fig. 1). The first
lens performs the Fourier transform of the input field, the
transformed field is then multiplied by the DE, and then
the product is Fourier transformed again onto a detection
system (CCD).
A DE providing a copy of the incoming wavefront dis-

placed along the x axis a distance proportional to param-
eter α and a second copy to −α can be obtained using the
mask transmission function (see [3]):

M1x � exp�iαr cos θ� � exp�−iαr cos θ�
� 2 cos�αr cos θ�; (1)

where r and θ are the usual polar coordinates over the
common focal plane.

Two additional copies can be obtained from the follow-
ing diffractive element:

M2x � i exp�iα0r cos θ� − i exp�−iα0r cos θ�
� −2 sin�α0r cos θ�: (2)

In this case, the displacement is proportional to α0. In
general, we will take α0 slightly larger than α. Note that
one of the copies has a minus sign resulting from the sine
dependence. The mask obtained as the addition of the
two previous ones becomes:

Mx��M1x�M2x� ∕ 2�cos�αrcosθ�−sin�α0rcosθ�: (3)

This diffractive mask will provide two double overlap-
ping copies of the incoming wavefront along the x direc-
tion. An equivalent development can be carried out for
the diffractive element providing copies along the y
direction,

My � cos�αr sin θ� − sin�α0r sin θ�: (4)

Except for a normalization constant, the final DE can be
obtained as:

M � �Mx �My� ∕ 2: (5)

An image of the transmittance typical of this kind of
filters is shown in Fig. 2.

DE CCDL1 L2DE

Fig. 1. Set up consisting of a diffractive element (DE) placed
at the common focal plane of lenses L1 and L2.
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The final field at the CCD plane will be given by:

EF �x; y� � E�x; y��f�δ�x − α� � iδ�x − α0��
� �δ�x� α� − iδ�x� α0��
� �δ�y − α� � iδ�y − α0���δ�y� α�
− iδ�y� α0��g; (6)

where � denotes convolution product and the scale
factor λf ∕ �2π� in α and α0 has been omitted (λ is the
wavelength and f is the lens focal length). In Eq. (6),
the convolution product E�x; y���δ�x − α� � iδ�x − α0�� de-
scribes the superposition of two pupil replicas with a
relative displacement proportional to �α − α0�, while
E�x; y���δ�x� α� − iδ�x� α0�� the superposition of two
replicas with a relative displacement proportional to
�α0 − α�. Hence, in the second case, the relative displace-
ment is in the opposite direction to the first one.
To reproduce the transmittance of the DE from Eq. (5),

it is necessary to simultaneously use amplitude and
phase masks, since this function takes positive and nega-
tive values. To simplify manufacturing, it is possible
to add a constant offset (and normalization constant)
obtaining a final field of the form:

EF �x; y� � E�x; y��f�δ�x − α� � iδ�x − α0�� � �δ�x� α�
− iδ�x� α0�� � �δ�y − α� � iδ�y − α0��
× �δ�y� α� − iδ�y� α0�� � δ�0�g: (7)

The term with δ�0� provides a central copy of the en-
trance pupil, as can be seen in Fig. 3, which can be used
to estimate the amplitude of the incoming field.
The intensity resulting from the superposition of the

two copies of the entrance pupil placed on the positive
x axis (see Fig. 3) is given by:

Ix� � A2j exp�iϕ�x − α; y�� � i exp�iϕ�x − α0; y��j2
� A2f2� 2 sin�ϕ�x − α; y� − ϕ�x − α0; y��g: (8)

The intensity resulting from the superposition with oppo-
site signs of the two copies placed on the negative x axis
is given by:

Ix− � A2j exp�iϕ�x� α; y�� − i exp�iϕ�x� α0; y��j2
� A2f2� 2 sin�ϕ�x� α0; y� − ϕ�x� α; y��g: (9)

Now, taking into account that Δxϕ � Δx�ϕ −Δx−ϕ,
where

Δx�ϕ � ϕ�x − α; y� − ϕ�x − α0; y�
Δx−ϕ � ϕ�x� α; y� − ϕ�x� α0; y�; (10)

we can combine both intensities to obtain

sin�Δxϕ� �
Ix� � Ix−

2A2 − 2 ≈Δxϕ: (11)

Equation (11) provides the phase difference between two
points of the pupil plane. The distance between these
points is Δx � 2�α0 − α� and can be as small as needed.
Hence, the wavefront x derivative can be approximated
by:

ϕ0
x � Δxϕ ∕Δx �

�
Ix� � Ix−

4A2 − 1
�
∕ �α0 − α�: (12)

An equivalent expression for the wavefront y derivative is
attained from the intensities distributed along the y axis.
This approach can be considered a high-resolution esti-
mate of the local wavefront derivative, so that the wave-
front is only limited by the number of pixels of the CCD
assigned to the pupil area.

In a previous paper [3], we experimentally showed how
these kinds of diffractive masks are able to duplicate
images. Hence, nowweonly check the technique bymeans
of computer simulations. As an example, we have applied
the DEWS to estimate the slopes of an atmospherically
aberrated wavefront. Computer simulations were carried
out using the FFT routine implemented in Matlab. To
achieve a good spatial sampling and to avoid aliasing
effects, 1024 × 1024 data sampleswere used. The telescope
pupil was simulated with a 128 × 128 data sampling. We
simulated series of ϕ�x; y� for a number of atmospheric
conditions following the standard procedure established
by Rodier [6], using 560 Zernike polynomials. In all cases,
piston, tip, and tilt were corrected. If we introduce any
offset in the diffractive mask function, the final image
obtained at the CCD plane contains five copies as Fig. 3
shows. Since a part of the incoming energy is addressedFig. 2. Typical diffractive mask transmittance function.

Fig. 3. Simulated image where four pupil copies used for esti-
mating the x and y wavefront derivatives simultaneously appear.
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to the central copy, the light intensity of the noncentral co-
pies decreases and background and detection noise may
affect the derivative estimate to a larger extent.
The wavefront x derivative is estimated introducing

the simulated intensities Ix� and Ix− into Eq. (12). A par-
ticular case of wavefront x derivative estimate for a simu-
lated wavefront with D ∕ r0 � 5, where D is the pupil
diameter and r0 is the Fried parameter, is shown in Fig. 4.
It can be seen that both estimated [Fig. 4(b)] and actual
[Fig. 4(c)] x derivatives are quite similar in spite of the
fact that some interferences affect the borders of the es-
timated one. This is more evident in Fig. 4(d), which
shows the difference between the two wavefront x deri-
vatives. The relative error of the estimate derivative is
about 5%. Although we only show a result concerning
the x derivative, it is obvious that identical results can
be obtained for the y wavefront derivative.
An interesting featureof theDEWS is its high resolution,

since it only depends on the number of pixels assigned to
the area covered for the pupil replica. Besides, with a sim-
plebinningoperation, theresolutionmaybereduced.This,
as wewill see later, can be useful to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of the slope estimate.
Since manufacturing continuous pupil functions may

be difficult and expensive, we also tested binary DE
obtained assigning transmittance 1 to all points of the
continuous mask with a value above a threshold and
transmittance zero to the others. The estimated slopes
are the same as those obtained from continuous masks,
but a little noisier. We also checked that phase-only DE
obtained by introducing the result of Eq. (5) in a complex
exponential (PM � exp�iM�) provides the same results
as amplitude-only masks [3].
To optimize the parameters involved in the design of

the wavefront sensor, we evaluated the SNR of the slope
estimate when using Eq. (12). The total intensity at a par-
ticular detection area of the sensor can be expressed as
the sum of the intensities of the NP pixels contained in

that detection area. Its variance, using the standard error
propagation formula, can be written as:

σ2rn � NP �2A2�α0 − α��−2σ2r ; (13)

where σr is the read noise error of the CCD. Conse-
quently, the SNR for the sensor when only read noise
is considered can be expressed as:

SNRrn � hϕ0i�������
NP

p 2A2�α0 − α�
σr

; (14)

where < … > means ensemble average.
To evaluate the SNR when only photon noise is con-

sidered, we apply the standard error propagation expres-
sion to Eq. (12):

σ2pn � �2A2�α0 − α��−2σ2I ; (15)

where σ2I is the intensity variance. Then, the SNR, when
the detection is affected only by Poisson noise, will be:

SNRpn � hϕ0i2�α0 − α� ������
nP

p
; (16)

where A2 � nP is the number of photons arriving at the
corresponding sensor area and σ2I � nP .

Equations (14) and (16) show that both SNR increase
when the distance between the two overlapping pupils
increases, although the derivative estimate would be less
accurate. Hence, a constraint for designing the sensor is
that a balance between SNR and accuracy has to be
found. This balance can be attained by modifying the dis-
tance between the overlapping replicas (e.g., by using a
set of DEWS of different parameters or a spatial light
modulator to generate the masks).

The main drawback is that SNR is limited by the dif-
fractive efficiency of DE that reduces nP values. Another
limitation comes from the narrow spectral bandwidth of
the diffraction elements. Nevertheless, DEWS is particu-
larly interesting for astronomical applications where low
diffractive efficiency and narrow spectral bandwidth can
be overcome using laser guide stars or intense natur-
al stars.

We have developed the DEWS, a wavefront sensor that
allowed simple implementation, detection, and proces-
sing. It is based on a diffractive element designed follow-
ing a procedure experimentally checked in a previous
paper. Its main advantage is its high resolution, which
can be simply adapted. Results are promising and suggest
that DEWS can successfully compete with other high-
resolution wavefront sensors.
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Fig. 4. (a) Incoming wavefront withD ∕ r0 � 5. (b) Wavefront x
derivative estimated applying Eq. (12). (c) Actual wavefront x
derivative. (d) Difference between actual and estimated.
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